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Windows Download.Hopeless Records has made it clear that if “slim pickings” is the only
call time on Aug. 7, the night will most certainly bring an auditory dampening. And this
year’s installment of “Hunt For Nowhere,” Aug. 7, fits the latter. Although the Midwest

hardcore punks are on a mission to return to the scene, they’ve seemingly taken that goal
a step further and set the bar of success in new measure. They’re the band with the

mainstream aspirations. They’re the band with the ability to sell their merch and wear the
requisite skull T-shirts. They’re the band that so few in their ranks could have imaged

before becoming part of the Hunts for Nowhere movement. They’re the band that so few
could imagine. This, it should be noted, is a band with
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(AP) � The state Supreme Court has ruled that an abortion clinic can be

sued over claims that it violated the Pennsylvania Mental Health
Procedures Act by failing to have a psychiatrist or psychologist on its

staff. The state's high court ruled Tuesday that the clinic, a small
Methodist church, violated the act by treating women who were

pregnant for mental health problems. The clinic was a house of worship,
not a medical facility, and was therefore not required to employ mental
health professionals, the court said. The ruling is a victory for the anti-
abortion Westboro Baptist Church, which had sued the church over the
unpaid bills from earlier lawsuits. The church represents more than 200
relatives of victims of gay pride parades in uniform and with flags, vigils
and protests. The church is based in Topeka, Kan., and uses "God Hates
Fags" signs with references to AIDS and other topics. In a lawsuit filed in

2006, the church also asserted a federal claim that the clinic had
discriminated against homosexuals in its treatment of the suicidal

women. It also is challenging state laws barring public demonstrations
that target gays, lesbians, HIV patients, AIDS patients, abortion

providers or their relatives, or military funerals. Critics say the church is
harassing people who are vulnerable and haven't agreed to the

parades. The church called last year's annual gay pride parade in
Philadelphia a hate fest. The case is Westboro Baptist Church v.

Philadelphia Daily News, 438 F.3d 281 (3rd Cir. 2006). (Copyright 2009
The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be

published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.) © 2009 The
Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be

published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.Q: Installing a font with
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